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ABSTRACT
We present performance analysis of percentage of signal reconstruction rate in the
various noises in the narrow tunable optical filter in the Matlab simulink environment. We
also present a comparison between band limited white noise, additive white Gaussian noise.
Raleigh fading noise at various noise power with the SNR probability of noise occurrence
and signal reconstruction rates are determined in the Matlab 7.9 simulink.
Key words: Noise power, SNR, Probability of Noise occurrence, signal reconstruction rate,
Band limited white Noise, Additive white Gaussian Noise, Rayleigh fading Noise.
INTRODUCTION
Optical fiber can be used as a medium for telecommunication and networking because
it is flexible and can be bundled as cables. It is especially advantageous for long haul
communicates. The pre channel light signals propagating in the fiber have been modulated at
rates as high as 10 to 40 G bit/Sec is typical in deployed systems. Each fiber can carry many
independent channels using a different wavelength of light (WDM) [1-10]. Noise is not a
peculiarity of either electrical or optical communications [2-4] manifests itself in many
different forms undesired signals, crosstalk, interference, misunderstandings etc [6-10]
sometimes noise is the result of the chaotic evolution of myriads of entities. Noise is wasted
energy. Heat is wasted work, according to the second law of thermodynamics.
A noise [7-15] which can occur while transmitting the optical signal without fiber
through a wireless channel is called the channel noise [1-5].
RAYLEIGH CHANNEL FADING NOISE
Rayleigh fading is most applicable when there is no dominant propagation along a line
of sight between the transmitter and receiver. Rayleigh fading is a reasonable model when
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there are too many objects in the environment that scatter [11-15] the radio signal before it
arrives at the receiver. The central limit there in holds that, there is sufficiently much scatter,
the channel impulse response will be well modeled as a Gaussian process irrespective of the
distribution of the individual components. If there is no dominant component to the scatter,
then such a process will have zero mean and phase [11-18] evenly distributed between 0 and
2Π radians. The envelope of the channel response will therefore be Rayleigh distributed.
Rayleigh fading is a small scale effect. There will be bulk properties of the environment such
as path loss and shadowing upon which the fading is super imposed. Motion causes Doppler
shift in the received signal components. This is the classic shape of Rayleigh fading it is to be
noted that the “deep fades” where signal strength can drop by a factor of several thousands
(or) 30- 40 dB. Rayleigh fading can be simulated by adding two Gaussian random variables
as mentioned
ADDITIVE WHITE GAUSSIAN NOISE (AWGN)
Additive white Gaussian Noise is a channel model in which the only impairment to
communication is a linear addition of wide band or white Noise with a constant spectral
density and a Gaussian distribution of amplitude. The model [1] does not account for fading,
frequency, selectivity, interference, nonlinearity or dispersion [1-5]. Wide band Gaussian
noise comes from many natural sources such as the thermal vibrations of atoms in conductors
shot noise, black body radiation from the earth and other warm objects, and from celestial
sources such as the sun.
In an AWGN channel the modulated signal.
S(t) = {ej2Πfct}
The received signal
r(t) = s(t) + n(t)
where s(t) = Modulated signal without Noise.
v(t) = Message signal , n(t) = Noise signal
2Πfct = Carrier wave , Na = Noise power
BAND LIMITED WHITE NOISE
White Noise is a wide band “hiss” in which all frequencies are equally likely. Band
limited white noise can be generated using the rand or rand n functions
Y=rand n (1,100)
%100 samples of Gaussian white Noise
% with zero mean and unit variance
x = rand (1,100)
%100 white Noise samples
% uniform between 0 and 1
xn = 2 * (x-0.50)
% Make it uniform between -1 and +1
where x,y are MATLAB variables for generation noise.
xn is the uniform noise added signal
SIMULATION SET UP
The simulation was run with M=2 as complexity of transceiver circuitry [1-3] is to be
kept as less as possible, to handle higher data rates and also more number of carrier frequency
components at the modulation and demodulation[12-18] circuits. Even though AWGN is the
central idea of this paper it is considered here for reference.
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SIMULATION RESULTS
NOISE POWER:=1.0
Parameters
SNR
Probability of Noise
Occurrence
Signal Reconstruction rate

Band Limited White
Noise(db)
90

Additive White Gaussian
Noise(db)
87

Rayleigh Fading
Noise(db)
76

15%

18%

27%

86%

82%

70%

NOISE POWER:=2.0
Parameters

Band Limited White
Noise(db)

Additive White Gaussian
Noise(db)

Rayleigh Fading
Noise(db)

SNR

79

72

69

Probability of Noise
Occurrence

24%

31%

37%

Signal Reconstruction rate

74%

69%

63%

NOISE POWER:=3.0
Parameters
SNR
Probability of Noise
Occurrence
Signal Reconstruction rate

Band Limited White
Noise(db)

Additive White Gaussian
Noise(db)

Rayleigh Fading
Noise(db)

70

65

59

34%

39%

43%

65%

61%

56%

Band Limited White
Noise(db)

Additive White Gaussian
Noise(db)

Rayleigh Fading
Noise(db)

55

45

40

60%

72%

79%

46%

37%

30%

NOISE POWER:=4.0
Parameters
SNR
Probability of Noise
Occurrence
Signal Reconstruction rate
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NOISE POWER:=5.0
Parameters
SNR
Probability of Noise
Occurrence
Signal Reconstruction rate

Band Limited
White Noise(db)

Additive White Gaussian
Noise(db)

Rayleigh Fading
Noise(db)

43

36

29

70%

81%

87%

30%

25%

15%

ANALYSIS
Thus by analyzing the readings of metlab Simulink that the accuracy of the system
purely depends on the Noise environment, the increase in the signal to noise ratio in the
various noises samples increases the system accuracy. The performance accuracy of the
system is tested with various noise power (more reflections) values and the result concludes
increasing the noise power comparatively degrading the performance of the system but can
be controlled by dedicating further noise levels. The accuracy of the received signal was
directly proportional to the signal to noise ratio.
CONCLUSION
The performance evaluation of noise removal over various noise like Band limited
white noise, Additive white noise and Rayleigh fading Noise have been calculated with SNR,
Probability of Noise occurrence and signal reconstruction rate at various Noise powers. In our
present work we can predict the SNR decreased with respect to increasing the Noise power
comparatively three various Noise. Probability of noise occurrence increases and signal
reconstruction rate decreased in the BLWN, AWGN, RFN at various Noise powers. Hence
this types of system helps in supporting high data rate i.e. increases the channel capacity.
Simulations shows especially under the realistic channel condition for wireless networks i.e.
achieve a substantially higher optical transmission performance and increases the channel
capacity at low noise power and probability of noise occurrence.
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